Data Science
Maturity Assessment

There are two types of organizations:

those executing on a data strategy and

those that will be acquired by the former.
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Over the last decade, more value
creation has occurred through the
strategic collection and usage of data
than ever before.
This paradigm shift has resulted in
countless winners - and losers - as
efficiency and innovation evolve.
Which side of the market do you want
to be on?

About

Licensio

Software and data run today’s
organizations. Shouldn’t we be
paying more attention?
We started Licensio to address compliance
and risk management for builders, buyers,
and sellers of software and data.
Our goal is to identify, quantify, and manage

Our Approach
Data-Driven Discovery

- We begin by understanding your goals
and surveying your business activities,
personnel, data assets, and data science
capabilities.

- Unlike most professionals, we leverage
our proprietary discovery platform and

industry data to scan your source control

systems and databases for relevant assets.
The resulting inventory is faster to produce
and requires less effort from you team.

risk and value. By leveraging our experience
in technology, insurance, and compliance,
we’re able to provide technology-enabled
techniques to efficiently address the risks
and opportunities that businesses face.

Lending a
Helping Hand

Building, maturing, and maintaing a data
science capability is key to success in many
industries, but there are simply too few
experienced professionals to meet today’s
demand.

By partnering with us, you can

achieve these goals without fighting labor

Maturity Scorecard

market trends.

- Based on what we find in discovery, we
summarize the strengths and weaknesses of

your organization’s data science capabilities
through a weighted score card.

- Organizations range from those that use

Lead Partner

their data science assets and capabilities as

a competitive advantage (Level 4) to those
that have not yet begun (Level 1).
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Roadmap and Program Design
- It’s nice to know how far you’ve come on

your journey, but for most organizations,

the road ahead is more important than the
rear view mirror.

- Our assessment report provides more
than just an inventory and scorecard. We

also detail recommended next steps like
hiring,

procurement,

marketing.
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